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Abstract— In this research as a first step we have concentrated on collecting non-intra cortical EEG data of Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials from
human subjects in an Audiology Lab in University of Ottawa. The problems we have considered are the most advanced and most essential problems of
interest in Auditory Neural Signal Processing area in the world: The first problem is the Voice Activity Detection (VAD) in Speech Auditory Brainstem
Responses (ABR); The second problem is to identify the best De-noising technique for Auditory Artifact removal in Speech ABR of Brainstem Speech
Evoked Potentials. In VAD problem we have implemented Zero-Crossing Detection VAD, statistical algorithms (two algorithms) which are already a
standard in Speech Processing VAD problems, and then a third VAD we have presented is based on spectral subtraction method in which we have de-
veloped our own mathematical formula for the peak valley difference detection of the frequency spectra to detect the voice activity (we named it as
SNRPVD VAD). These algorithms we applied on our data sets of EEG collected Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials and compared their performances.
VAD is verified and we found that SNRPVD VAD algorithm is working better than the Statistical VAD techniques and found to be it is detecting Voice
even in more noisy data where statistical method could not detect. The second problem we considered is to de-noise the data from auditory artifacts and
improve its SNR. We developed various De-noising techniques specifically: Yule-Walker Multiband filter; Cascaded “Yule-Walker and Comb” filter;
Conventional Wavelets: Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet Wavelet filtering; FAST Independent Component Analysis (FASTICA) filtering; Translation-
Invariant (TI) Estimation filtering; Cycle Spin Translation Invariant Wavelets Independent Component Analysis (CSTIICA)  Filtering approaches. We
found the Wavelets are working better and TI wavelets are working far better than all; and then CSTIICA is working even better than TI wavelets. The
performance measures considered are Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE). Ultimately we observed that Wavelets are working
surely as one of the best tools for de-noising neurological signals specifically Speech ABR signals. With these Novel observations in VAD and De-noising
for Speech ABR, as both are relatively new and advanced areas in Audiology and as they gained wide interest in the last about a decade in scientific
community of audiology scientists and engineers, Novel techniques are essentially emergency and hence with our research we are contributing some
advanced working ideas to the community of Auditory Neural Signal Processing.
Index Terms— EEG, Translation Invariance, ICA, FASTICA, CS, Yule-Walker Multiband Filter, Comb filter, Wavelets, VAD

—————————— u ——————————

1  RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

HE The brainstem speech evoked potentials real time data was collected using EEG from different human subjects for syn-
thesized vowel sounds. The data of this Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABR) was collected using EEG from up-to 20 hu-

man subjects non-intracortically in an audiology lab in University of Ottawa, Canada. The goals of the research are to
A. Doing Voice Activity Detection (VAD) in Speech ABR (Section I),
B. De-noising and improving SNR in Speech ABR (Section II)
In fact, collecting right data of Auditory Evoked Potentials of Speech ABR from human subjects it-self is relatively a new and
most advanced area and a challenging task.

2 SECTION I: VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION (VAD) IN SPEECH AUDITORY BRAINSTEM RESPONS-
ES

2.1 Introduction

     The first section of the chapter is dedicated to Voice Activity Detection (VAD) in EEG collected Speech ABR. In our experi-
ment (Dajani et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Russo et al., 2004) EEG Electrode recordings are made from brain stem in response
to complex, speech-like, sound stimuli. The data is collected in an audiology lab in University of Ottawa, Canada. An important
drawback affecting the EEG collected Neurological data is the noise from various sources and its harmful effect on system per-
formance. Various noise reduction techniques have been developed to relieve the effect of the noise on the system performance
and often require an estimate of the noise statistics obtained by means of a precise voice activity detector. Speech/non-speech
detection is an unsolved problem in speech processing and effects numerous applications including robust speech recognition.
The speech/non-speech classification task is not as trivial as it appears, and most of the VAD algorithms fail when the level of
background noise increases. For the last 1-2 decades numerous researchers have developed different strategies for detecting
speech on a noisy signal and have evaluated the influence of the VAD effectiveness on the performance of speech processing
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systems (Yanna Ma et.al, 2013, Jasmina Catic et.al, 2010). Especially for Auditory Speech processing effects of VAD is about a
decade research specifically.  ABRs provide a window into how behaviorally relevant sounds such as speech and music are pro-
cessed in the brain. Because temporal and spectral characteristics of sounds are preserved in this Subcortical response, ABRs can
be used to assess specific impairments and enhancements in auditory processing. Subcortical function dynamically interacts
with  higher-level  cognitive  processes  to  refine  how  sounds  are  transcribed  into  neural  code.  By  being  an  objective  and  non-
invasive means for examining cognitive function and experience-dependent processes in sensory activity, ABRs have considera-
ble utility in the study of populations where auditory function is of interest (persons with hearing loss, auditory processing and
language disorders). Voice Activity is one of the difficult tasks in ABR as it is highly unobservable. In speech processing there
are certain VAD methods are developed based on energy thresholds, zero-crossing detection, higher order statistical methods.
There are applications of VAD in speech processing: speech coding, speech enhancement, robust speech recognition systems,
noise reduction for digital hearing aid devices. The study of auditory brain stem responses in a variety of neurological disorders
has been found to be of assistance in evaluating the mechanisms of coma, the localization of midbrain and brain stem tumors,
the localization of demyelization of the brain stem, and the presence of diminished brain stem circulation. The ABR is consid-
ered an exogenous response because it is dependent upon external factors. The ABR is used for newborn hearing screening, au-
ditory threshold estimation, intra-operative monitoring, determining hearing loss type and degree, and auditory nerve and
brainstem lesion detection. ABR thresholds can be used for hearing aid fittings. Advantages of hearing aid selection by brain-
stem speech evoked potentials of ABR include the following applications: evaluation of loudness perception in the dynamic
range of hearing, determination of basic hearing aid properties (gain, compression factor, compression onset level), cases with
middle ear impairment (contrary to acoustic reflex methods), non-cooperative subjects even in sleep, sedation or anesthesia
without influence of age and vigilance (contrary to cortical evoked responses). Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) important
for the early diagnosis of hearing impairment in infants. Keeping all these essentialities of ABR collection, and their application
and the essential need for Detection of Voice in ABR in audiology, in this research we specifically concerned about VAD in Audi-
tory Brainstem Responses for  Speech Stimuli.  Voice activity detection in speech ABR is  a  highly difficult  task as it  is  a  highly
noisy environment with plenty of auditory artifacts including unknown sources. Considering the essentiality for collecting ABR
and Detecting Voice Activity in Brainstem Speech Evoked potentials, in the most recent years there is increasing interest in re-
cording auditory brainstem responses to speech stimuli (speech ABR) as there is evidence that they are useful in the diagnosis of
central auditory processing disorders, and in particular in some children with learning disabilities (Johnson et al., 2005). How-
ever, the frequency content of natural speech is neither concentrated in frequency nor in time, the recording of speech ABR of
sufficient quality may require tens of minutes (Dajani et al., 2005). Even with a synthetic consonant-vowel stimulus, a recording
time of several minutes was required (Russo et al., 2004). Speech ABR is believed to originate in neural activity that is phase-
locked to the envelope or harmonics of the stimulus. As a result, the recorded responses are remarkably speech-like (Dajani et
al., 2005). In fact, speech ABR is quite intelligible if played back as a sound (Galbraith et al., 1995). As a result, methods used for
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) may be useful for the detection of speech ABR (Ranganadh et al., 2012, 2013).

     An important problem in many areas of speech processing, especially in our case of auditory neural speech signal processing,
is  the determination of  presence of  speech periods in a given signal.  The purpose is  the determination to which class a  given
signal belongs. The classification is not a trivial task since the increasing level background noise caused by electrical power sup-
ply, earth magnetism, heartbeat, breathing, eye movements and blinking, the machinery that are used to record signals and the
brain activity which we are not interested are all cause noise in the EEG collected data. EEG signals are therefore a combination
of  the  signals  pure  EEG  and  artifacts.  The  presence  of  these  noises  introduces  spikes  and  results  in  signal  distortion  and de-
grades the classifier effectiveness, thus leading to numerous detection errors. When the level of background noise increases and
the noise completely masks the speech. The selection of an adequate feature extraction vector for signal detection and a robust
decision rule is a challenging task. The objective of feature extraction process is to compute discriminative speech features suita-
ble for detection. Among many of the approaches, the main approaches we are considering in this research of VAD in Speech
ABR are: a) Zero Cross Detection Ratio b) Statistical Analysis algorithms c) A spectral subtraction based Peak Valley Difference
Detection Ratio based VAD (which is our own VAD algorithm and we named it as SNRPVD).  In the third method we have de-
veloped our own formula and it is working better than the existing standard of statistical analysis VAD algorithms (first order
and second order) and it is detecting even in highly noisy conditions where Statistical could not detect VAD. As part of the first
section of the chapter we are considering these VAD techniques for Detecting Voice Activity in the Speech Auditory Brainstem
Responses.
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2.2 VAD ALGORITHMS

In this research we are presenting three algorithms for the purpose of the Voice activity detection in EEG collected brain stem
speech evoked potentials. Once the response is detected, then other noise suppression algorithms could in principle be applied
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For the purpose of VAD we implemented three algorithms in this research (a) Linear-
interpolation zero-crossing rate algorithm (GBrson Eduardo Mog et al., 2007) explained in the section 1.2.1, specifically for our
application. (b) A new proposed VAD algorithm that is based on a binary weighting of the spectral components of the signal
under test (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2009). This algorithm essentially based on our own developed formula, explained in the section
1.2.2, is based on the property that vowels have distinctive spectral peaks. These are likely to remain higher than their surround-
ings even after severe corruption. Therefore, by developing a method of detecting the spectral peaks of vowel sounds in cor-
rupted signal voice activity can be detected as well even in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions. (c) Two more statistical
algorithms are also implemented, based on a statistical approach that has become the standard for detecting harmonic compo-
nents in a related evoked response, the auditory steady-state response (ASSR). We provided the results in section 1.3. Finally we
found the peak valley detection based SNRPVD algorithm performing better than the remaining two. Statistical algorithms
(Two), accumulated from different statistical algorithmic procedures (M.S. John et al., 2000;J. Sohn et al, 1999; R. Nicole et al,
1999; Y.D. Cho et al, 2001; K. Woo et al, 2000; E. Vemer et al, 2001; C. Nikolas et al, 1993; T.S. Rao et al, 1982) highlighted as part
of the result analysis.

2.2.1 ZERO CROSSING RATE USAGE FOR THE PURPOSE OF VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION IN
SPEECH ABR

First, in this paper we have implemented the Voice Activity Detection for the collected EEG brain stem speech evoked potentials
using the “linear interpolation Zero crossing rate algorithm” (Gbrson eduardo mog et al., 2007). In this algorithm the shape of
the signal is very close to the straight line near the zero crossing. Near the zero crossing the samples are described as points in
straight line defined by the angular parameter a, and a linear parameter b. The two consecutive samples on the X-axis can be
expressed as

                                                                                                                       (1)
The parameters a and b can be expressed in terms of the samples.

                                                                                                        (2)
The raising zero crossing must be in between two consecutive samples which must satisfy the condition.

                                                                                                                                             (3)
Sample displacement for interpolation parameter d, is defined when interpolated sample n+d is given by

                                                                                                                    (4)

By making the interpolated value equal to zero we can calculate the desired instant n+d of the zero crossing.

                                                                                                  (5)
The displacement d is given by

                                                                                                                                            (6)
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d is  a  fractional  number as of  the equation 6,  which is  the zero crossing instant  in sample numbers n+d.  The samples  and
are trailing and leading samples from the zero cross instant.

2.2.2. PEAK VALLEY DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR THE VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION: SIGNAL TO
NOISE RATIO PEAK VALLEY DETECTION RATIO

     This method (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007) uses spectral peaks of vowel sounds to detect Voice activity in this particular experi-
ment of  EEG collected brain stem speech evoked potentials.  Using this  method we reduce the problem of  detecting the voice
activity to the problem of detecting the presence of vowels. In this the assumption is that the vowel sounds are nearly unique to
speech. Why this vowel sound detection is the reason that consonant sounds are always accompanied by vowel sounds and
their duration is short so presence of vowel sounds can be directly related to the presence of speech. Vowel sounds are having
distinctive spectral peaks of energy at specific spectral bands. Even though there is severe noise corruption the peaks remain
higher than their surroundings. We assume that the positions of major spectral peaks are the most important factor in recogniz-
ing the vowel sounds rather than the relative sizes of peaks or the shapes in spectral valleys, which are vulnerable to noise. Us-
ing this concept we propose the Signal to noise Ratio peak valley difference (SNRPVD) which calculates the similarity between
the peak signature vector S of a registered vowel sound and the spectrum X of the input signal. In this by using one convention-
al existing peak valley detection formula (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007) and applying it on several of our data sets and for our appli-
cation we have concluded and modified the formula to this following formula.

S VECTOR
     The peak signature vector S contains the peak position information for a vowel sound. It is a binary vector designed by us for
this type of data collection. We already know that the locations of the places where these vowel sounds peaks occur i.e.> for ex-
ample at 400 Hz, 500 Hz, 700 Hz, 800 Hz, 1000 Hz. So after we locate which frequencies of vowel peaks we need to select then
we have to use the following formula for the detection of the locations of the frequencies in the given vector size of 1024 and for
the frequency sampling rate of 3202 Hz. Then put “1” in those calculated locations and put zeros in the remaining locations
which gives the “S” vector for that particular data set. Then we can apply the above SNRPVD formula for the voice activity de-
tection. There are several ways to design this S vector depending on the application and the data collection.

S vector frequency location calculation formula.
Frequency location = [(Sampling Frequency / Number of Samples)×(frequency for which we need to find the location)] + 2.
                                                                                                                                                                                              (12)
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2.3 RESULT ANALYSIS

     In this section the results of the three algorithms are presented in the form of bar graphs which are useful for the analysis of
the performance of the three algorithms. In this we observed the SNRPVD (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007) algorithm is far better than
the ZCR (GBrson Eduardo Mog et al., 2007; Galbraith GC et al., 1995) and Statistical analysis algorithm (M.S. John et al., 2000; J.
Sohn et al, 1999; R. Nicole et al, 1999; Y.D. Cho et al, 2001; K. Woo et al, 2000; E. Vemer et al, 2001; C. Nikolas et al, 1993; T.S. Rao
et al, 1982). The results are given in the tabular form Table 1. We have 22 different subjects for analysis but we have presented
here graphical results of one subject (subject 11) for example purposes for all the three algorithms in Figure 1 (a), (b), (c), (d).
     The results are given in the Tabular form Table 1 for all the three algorithms under evaluation. In this we have taken into con-
sideration the EEG pure noise data which we have collected during the data collection. The ZCR (GBrson Eduardo Mog et al.,
2007, Russo et al., 2004) and SNRPVD (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007)  values as reference for evaluation which are 120 and 1.8596 re-
spectively for this EEG noise data. On these for precise evaluation purpose we have taken some additional percentage of 5%
more on these values which are 126 and   1.95258 respectively to form as a threshold. So this is the 100% surety reference thresh-
old from the ZCR (Russo et al., 2004) and SNRPVD (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007). So for the statistical analysis purposes we will take
as low p-value as possible for the reference threshold value to make it as close as possible for the 100% surety. In our case we
have taken 0.01 is the threshold p-value we have taken. Form this we have 1% error i.e. 99% surety. For ZCR (Russo et al., 2004)
and SNRPVD (In-Chul Yoo et al., 2007) values of all 22 subjects if the values are more than the taken threshold then it is consid-
ered as voice detection. For statistical analysis algorithm if it is less than the given threshold then it is considered as the voice
detection. So in this case we started the experiment as adding the noise from 10 db to -40 db and also 1000db to the EEG pure
noise signal and then adding this noised signal to the original data signal and then we did put into application this ZCR and
SNRPVD and also statistical algorithmic procedures.

2.4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

After as of the observed results from the table 1 it is clear that we can do better in the case of Signal to Noise Ratio Peak Valley
Detection (SNRPVD) algorithm than Zero Cross Rating and Statistical analysis algorithms. As SNRPVD is detecting Voice even
in  very  noisy  conditions  where  the  existing  standard  statistical  VAD  could  not  detect,  SNRPVD  VAD  can  be  one  of  the  first
VADs in the world which can be the best and better than Statistical VAD techniques. As a future scope of this research we are
planning to design these algorithms on hardware using Xilinx FPGAs and CMOS Custom Design Tools. Then we would like to
see  their  hardware  feasibility,  resource  utilization  and  their  efficiency  in  terms  of  speed,  area,  power  utilization  and  resource
utilization and compare to find out which is having ease of design in hardware, which is the best out of these with respect to
efficiency parameters, and which platform is best (FPGAs or CMOS Custom Design).
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Figure 1. For figures (a), (b), (c) & (d) on the X-axis SNR values in db from 10 dB to -40 dB in the steps of 1, and on the Y-axis
ZCR, SNRPVD, Statistical algorithm: For fundamental frequency of 100 Hz, Statistical algorithm: For the frequency tone 100 Hz
+ 200 Hz respectively.
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Subject number SNRPVD SNR cutoff
(db)

ZCR SNR cutoff (db) P-values Column 2
SNR cutoff (db)

P-values column 4
SNR cutoff (db)

1 -16 -1 nothing -6
2 -18 -2 nothing -6
3 -21 -1 -15 -14
4 -22 -21 -12 -10

5 -22 -10 -14 -12
6 -23 -21 -13 -12
7 -23 -21 -12 -11
8 -23 -2 -16 -15
9 -24 -11 -15 -12
10 -24 -21 -12 -11
11 -26 -21 -14 -13

12 -26 -20 -12 -11
13 -27 -12 -17 -16
14 -30 1000 -18 -17
15 -30 -18 2 -15
16 -30 -18 2 -15
17 -31 -11 -13 -12

18 -31 -11 -14 -13
19 -32 -11 -14 -12
20 -32 1000 -19 -16
21 -35 -14 -13 -16
22 -36 -15 13 -16

Table 1 showing SNR performance comparison for 22 different subjects for the VAD algorithms under evaluation for Brainstem
Speech Evoked Potentials

(Note: column 2 is for: For fundamental frequency of 100 Hz. Column 4 is for: For the frequency tone 100 Hz + 200 Hz.)
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3 SECTION – II: DESIGN OF EFFICIENT DE-NOISING TECHNIQUES FOR SPEECH AUDITORY
BRAINSTEM RESPONSES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

     The main objective of this section is to find the best approach for getting a best SNR improvement technique for EEG collect-
ed Speech Auditory Brainstem Responses. In this we have designed various filtering techniques including Yule-Walker Multi-
band Filter; Comb filter; Cascaded Yule-Walker and Comb filter; and Conventional Wavelets filters: Daubechies, Symlet, Coifflet;
Translation Invariant (TI) Wavelets Filtering, FASTICA Filtering; Cascaded Cycle Spin TI&FASTICA (CSTIICA) filtering ap-
proaches. Out of these TI wavelets De-noising and CSTIICA De-noising Approaches are working the best of all approaches. The
two performance measures we considered are Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) values, Mean Square Error (MSE) Values.
      EEG measures the brain activity. Major categories of noise in EEG signals are artifacts: electrical power supply, earth mag-
netism, heartbeat, breathing, eye movements and blinking, the machinery that are used to record signals and the brain activity
which we are not interested are all cause noise in the EEG collected data. EEG signals are therefore a combination of the signals
pure EEG and artifacts. The presence of these noises introduces spikes and results in signal distortion. So, correct analysis is im-
possible. This results in misdiagnosis for some patients. Noise must be eliminated or attenuated. The attenuation of noise can
lead to considerable information loss. The most recent methods of de-noising techniques are Independent Component Analysis
and Wavelet Transform, which have found to be useful tools for de-noising biomedical signals in the last just more than a dec-
ade and have become an active research of interest (M. Akin et al., 2002, M.I. Bhatti et al., 2008). Independent Component Analy-
sis is an advanced and recent technique for data analysis such as EEG. In the recent 15 years ICA has been extensively studied
upon  its  attractive  potential  applications  into  medical  signal  processing  such  as  EEG,  speech  recognition  etc  (U.E.  Emuir  et
al.,2003). In most of the neurological data, there is a large amount of noise, and the number of independent components is un-
known which gives difficulties for many ICA algorithms. So ICA so does work on decomposing a signal (random vector) into
statistically independent components. The classical definition of ICA is suppose there are m independently and identically dis-
tributed non Gaussian sources, called Independent Components (ICs), with at most one Gaussian source. All of them are statis-
tically independent to each other (S. Hoffman et al., 2008). Independent component analysis originated from the field of blind
source separation (BSS). In BSS problem in the given set of observations the inherent signal information is hidden, the mixing
weights of the individual signals are unknown. BSS identifies the source signals and/or the mixing weights and separates these
sources (A. Hyvarinen et al., 2001). ICA is useful in separation of the EEG signals into its constituent independent components
(ICs) and then eliminating the ICs which contribute to the noise. Like ICA, Wavelet transform (WT) has been used to study EEG
signals  successfully  because  of  its  good  localization  properties  in  time  and  frequency  domain.  EEG  signals  pass  through  two
complementary fitters and emerge as two signals, approximation and details. This is called decomposition or analysis. The
components can be assembled back into the original signal without loss of information. This process is called reconstruction or
synthesis. The mathematical manipulation which implies analysis and synthesis is called discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and
inverse of it is discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) (B. Ferguson et al., 2001). There have been many approaches to de-noising
using WT where the EEG signals are decomposed into wavelets and noise removal done using thresholding and shrinkage. In
this we particularly concentrate on thresholding. The wavelet transform is a mathematical tool capable of decomposing a signal
into its component frequencies (scales), and then detailing how each scale evolves over time. This provides simultaneous access
to time, amplitude, and scale information, and therefore the ability to conduct efficient multi-resolution analysis (MRA). Because
of its MRA abilities, WT is a valuable tool for the analysis of many electrophysiological potentials. In the recent 1-2 decades there
is reasonable number of literature (Subrata Saha et al., 1999; Wilson, 2013) has come providing the reason for fundamental re-
quirement of applicability of Wavelets for EEG Evoked Potentials. This gave strong interest in the applications of Wavelets to
Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials in the last around a decade, and little literature is for successful advanced algorithms for
Speech ABR. As par the essential usefulness of recording Speech ABR has given increasing interest in collecting Speech ABR
(Johnson et al., 2005) in the last decade, and hence increasing interest in providing algorithms for De-noising of biomedical sig-
nals especially for Speech ABR. There are certain properties of Speech ABR which have to be addressed, which makes the use of
wavelet analysis for speech ABR. The Auditory Evoked Potential (AEP) signals frequency spectrum often contains more than
one primary frequency component that is of clinical interest; AEP signals are non-stationary in nature and present with variable
peak morphology; AEP signals are often sampled with far higher frequency than the Nyquist rate for increased time resolution,
for improved SNR while doing A-D conversion process; AEP signals are smooth in appearance. Wavelets properties such as in-
tegration to zero and various degrees of compact support, smoothness, and symmetry these features make wavelets ideal for
analyzing transient signals such as AEP. Wavelet analysis can be thought of as applying multiple matched filters that are looking
for shifted and scaled versions of themselves within the input signal.
Basing on the most recent advancements and applicability of ICA and Wavelets for de-noising Biomedical Signals such as EEG
neurological signals we considered their application for de-noising on EEG collected Brainstem speech evoked potentials sig-
nals, collected in an audiology lab in University of Ottawa, and collected from 10 human subjects. There is increasing interest in
recording auditory brainstem responses to speech stimuli (speech ABR) as there is evidence that they are useful in the diagnosis
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of central auditory processing disorders, and in particular in some children with learning disabilities (Johnson et al., 2005). As
discussed in Section I, as the recorded potentials are remarkably speech like, methods used for Voice Activity Detection (VAD)
may be useful for the detection of speech ABR (Ranganadh et al., 2012, 2013). Once the response is detected, then other noise
suppression algorithms could in principle be applied to improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). We found the speech like re-
sponse in these brainstem speech evoked potentials collected from single electrode EEG and also we detected Voice by using
VAD algorithms including our own methodology of Signal-to-Noise Ratio Peak Valley Difference Detection Ratio, which con-
firmedly detected Voice amazingly all the times with higher SNRs (Ranganadh et al., 2012, Ranganadh et al., 2013). Collecting
data and Noise reduction in biomedical signals collected from single electrode EEG for Brainstem Speech evoked potentials of
Audiology is a highly advanced, huge and interesting area of research and relatively new. In our research we have collected data
(Dajani et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Russo et al., 2004) from single electrode EEG signals, collected in an audiology lab of
University of Ottawa. The major component evoked potential, reflects coordinated neural ensemble activity associated with an
external event. Evoked potentials offer important information to study the neural basis of perception and behavior. In these sig-
nals in addition to evoked potential, potentials caused by background activity are also present. This background activity unre-
lated to any specific event “noise” to be suppressed and evoked potentials have to be extracted. In clinical and cognitive re-
searches the extraction of evoked potentials is an essential task. So there are plenty of methods have come up to extract the
evoked potentials, basing on the application, they work in their limitations to an extant with some tradeoffs. In our research to
improve the de-noising performance we have designed various techniques for the Auditory Brainstem Responses of Brainstem
speech evoked potentials, which successfully improved Signal-to-Noise Ratio for extracting evoked potentials. Sometimes cas-
cading of  filters  basing on their  frequency and time domain properties  can develop a filter  which can improve the de-noising
performance of a signal. In this research cascading Yule-walker and comb filter gave us better performance than without cascad-
ing. In this research we have concentrated on de-noising techniques using Yulewalker filter, Cascaded YuleWalk-Comb filter,
Conventional Wavelets: Daubechies, Symlet and Coiflet, Translation-Invariant (TI) wavelets, FASTICA (Bingham E et. al 2000),
and an improved technique of  “  ‘Cycle Spinning (CS) based TI  wavelets’  and ‘ICA’ ” combination algorithm: “CSTIICA”.  We
evaluated all these techniques in terms of the performance measurements of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Mean Square Error
(MSE). We found that Cascaded YuleWalk-Comb filter is working better than Yule-walker filter, then conventional wavelets are
performing far better than cascaded Yule-comb filter and that too specifically Daubechies wavelets are working best. TI wavelets
are working far better than Conventional Wavelets. Among FASTICA and conventional wavelets, Daubechies wavelets are
working nearly better than FASTICA, but both are having nearby performances. “ ‘Cycle Spinning (CS) based TI wavelets’ and
‘ICA’ ” combination algorithm: “CSTIICA” is working with far higher performance than TI wavelets and best performed among
all the techniques. TI wavelets de-noising technique, and CSTI-ICA de-noising technique are providing highly innovative obser-
vational results with better performances in suppressing noise for extracting Evoked potentials; and hence a better improvement
in de-noising.

3.2 FILTERING TECHNIQUES

The EEG collected Auditory Brainstem Responses of Brainstem Stem speech evoked potentials data was collected (Dajani et al.,
2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Russo et al., 2004) from 10 different human subjects from an audiology lab in University of Ottawa
with corresponding hardware and software experimental setups of the audiology lab. For the experimental data analysis pur-
poses for this research it has been sampled for 1024, 2048 samples. We have concentrated at the frequencies of 100Hz, 200Hz up-
to a maximum of 1000 Hz for the frequency components and harmonics as at higher frequency components the speech like tones
are almost rare. The research performed on MATLAB 7.8 R2009a installed on windows XP professional OS based computer sys-
tem with Intel E5200, 2.5 GHz processor in University Of Ottawa; and MATLAB 8.3 R2014a installed on windows 7 OS based
computer system with Intel Core I5 3.30 GHz processor in ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education, Hyderabad, India. The ex-
periment’s goal is to de-noise the EEG collected Auditory Brainstem Responses from auditory artifacts. For this purpose we have
done the de-noising process by using the Yule-Walker filter, Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb Peak filter, Conventional Wavelets:
Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet Wavelet family, Translation-Invariant (TI) wavelets, Fixed point ICA: FASTICA (Bingham E et. al.,
2000), Combination of “Cycle Spin TI wavelets and FASTICA- CSTIICA” filters. The performance measures considered are SNR
(dB), MSE.

3.2.1 IIR YULE-WALK MULTIBAND FILTER

Yule-Walk (John L Semmlow et al., 2004) is an IIR filter with arbitrary magnitude specifications, and this IIR filter approximates
an arbitrary magnitude response, it minimizes the error between the desired magnitude represented by a vector and the magni-
tude of the IIR filter in the least-squares sense. This filter can be highly useful for biomedical signals such as Audiological Bio-
medical signals (John L Semmlow et al., 2004). We can use different orders for the better approximation of the results.
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3.2.2 IIR COMB FILTER

     A comb filter can be used for increasing the energy of a signal at particular frequencies basing on notch or peak; and hence
possibility of improving signals amplitudes in the time domain of the signal (Mikel et Gainza et al., 2005; Aileen Kelleher et al.,
2005., Robert W. et al., 2008). Basing on their time domain and frequency domain properties Cascading of filters basing on the
type of application some times gives plenty of innovative results. We first implemented Comb filtering Comb-notch and also
Comb-peak filters; Yule-Walk multiband filters. Here we implemented Cascading of Yule-Walk multiband filter with few more
filters. But after Yule-Walk Filter we found that amplitude of the signal was suppressed keeping frequency same of the signal.
To get a good response and to improve the signal amplitude, we would like to extend this IIR Yule-Walk filter design to cascade
it  with a filter  which can improve the amplitude of  the signal  and also to improve the signal  to Noise Ratio.  We selected IIR
Comb-filter. For this we would like to utilize the properties of Comb filtering process to enhance its time-domain for the nearest
approximation. So we cascaded Yule-Walk multiband filter with Comb-Peak filter which approximated the amplitude of signal
in its time domain to the simulated original signal keeping the frequency. Then we observed the Signal-to-Noise Ratio for both
cases of Yule-Walk multiband filter and the cascaded filter of Yule-Walk-Comb-Peak filter. It found to be there is a significant
improvement in the SNR values in Cascaded filter. It’s a good success. We found better improvements with different orders of
the filters. We found that Yule-Walk-Comb-Peak filter is better smoothening and making the signal to the nearest approximation
to the original simulated signal.

3.2.3 CONVENTIONAL WAVELETS

     Wavelet transform produces wavelet coefficients of the noiseless signal and the coefficients of the noise. Researchers found
that wavelet de-noising is performed by taking the wavelet transform of the noise-corrupted and passing the detail coefficients,
of the wavelet transform, through a threshold filter where the details, if small enough, might be omitted without substantially
affecting the main signals. There are two main threshold filters – soft and hard. Research has shown that soft-thresholding has
better mathematical characteristics and provides smoother results. Wavelets Possesses frequency-dependant windowing, which
allows for arbitrary high resolution of the high-frequency signal components; unlike STFT. A key advantage of wavelet tech-
niques is the variety of wavelet functions available. So it allows us to choose the most appropriate one for the signal under inves-
tigation. For the above reasons the wavelet transform has emerged over recent years as a powerful time-frequency analysis and
signal-coding tool suitable for use in manipulation of complex non-stationary signals in biomedical signal processing such as in
human auditory signal processing. Around 2 decades back Wavelet transforms were introduced for Evoked Potentials analysis
of EEG (E.A. Bartnik et. al., 1992; O. Bertrand et. al., 1994; R.Q. Quiroga et. al., 1999). Recently, the wavelet transform was applied
for EEG evoked potential extraction by choosing a few wavelet coefficients (R.Q. Quiroga et. al., 2003), requiring a priori
knowledge of the time and frequency ranges of the Evoked Potential. But such knowledge is abundant in EEG. Wavelets offer
higher temporal resolution at lower frequencies, so it suits well the 1/f spectral profile of evoked potentials. Wavelets filtering
process includes three steps: 1. Wavelet decomposition 2. Nonlinear thresholding 3. Inverse wavelet reconstruction. Nonliner
thresholding (I.M. Johnstone et. al., 1997) is used in the thresholding step for separating the signal from noise. The evoked po-
tential  will  be  wavelet  decomposed  with  large  wavelet  coefficient,  where  as  the  ongoing  background  activity  will  be  decom-
posed with small coefficients. So thresholding the wavelets coefficients can estimate the evoked potentials. Here we studied
temporally correlated white Gaussian noise model, and we proposed level-dependant thresholding (R.R. Coifman et. al., 1995).
Here we have utilized Daubechies, Symlet and Coiflet conventional wavelets. We proved that wavelets are performing far better
than cascaded filters (Ranganadh et al., 2014). We have designed wavelet filters of different orders for these brainstem speech
evoked potentials collected from single electrode EEG by using different functions of Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet Wavelets. We
found reasonably similar results for all the three wavelet functions even while observing the frequency spectra and also at the
SNR performances of these wavelets. It means that the results are almost insensitive to which wavelet family we choose out of
the three. But we found better results with Daubechies wavelets than Symlet and Coiflet wavelet functions. In addition to con-
ventional wavelets, we have developed the three steps of the algorithm using wavelet packets. Wavelet packet decomposition,
thresholding and reconstruction found to be having more precision than wavelets.
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3.2.4 TRANSLATION-INVARIANT (TI) WAVELETS FILTERING ESTIMATOR

In addition to the conventional wavelet based filtering estimators we are considering the TI wavelet based estimator filtering
technique. Here we are choosing translation invariant wavelet evoked potential estimator, in addition to conventional wavelets.
In this filtering technique problems such as pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon near the discontinuities (R.R. Coifman et. al., 1995) can
be overcome.

To do the process with TI wavelets evoked-potential estimation filtering the steps are
1. We shift the data.
2. Threshold the shifted data.
3. Unshift the thresholded data.
4. Then average the results for all shifting.

We did this process for each individual data sets. We considered shifting and unshifting the signal in the frequency domain and
we did 1,2,3,4,5 shifts for each individual data set and averaged the results. We utilized two popular thresholding techniques:
hard thresholding, soft thresholding. Soft thresholding sets the wavelet coefficients with the magnitude less than the threshold
to zero, but it reduces the remaining coefficients in magnitude by the threshold also when compared to hard thresholding, soft
thresholding does not contain noisy spikes, so we strongly considered soft thresholding and it provides smooth estimates. We
have implemented this  TI  wavelets  algorithm on our brainstem speech evoked potential  data for  10 human subjects.  Then we
calculated overall SNR values for each subject and compared it with conventional wavelets. TI wavelets estimation filtering
method is outperforming the conventional wavelet filters (Ranganadh et al., 2014).

3.2.5 UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER (UKF)

UKF is a Bayesian filter which uses minimum mean square error as the criterion to measure the optimality. UKF involves Un-
scented Transformation (S. Julier et al., 1997; S. Julier et al., 2004) a method used to calculate the first and second order statistics
of the outputs of nonlinear systems with Gaussian. UKF addresses the flaws in Kalman Filters (Extended Kalman Filter). UKF
uses the intuition (S. Julier et al., 2004) that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution function rather than to approxi-
mate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation. Following this intuition, a set of sample points, called sigma points, are
generated around the mean, which are then propagated through the nonlinear map to get a more accurate estimation of the
mean and covariance of the mapping results. The nonlinear stochastic system used for the algorithm is:

                                                                                                                                             (13)
where A and H are the known and constant matrices respectively, xk is the unobserved state of the system, uk is a known exoge-
nous input, yk is the observed measurement signal, vk is the process noise and wk is the measurement noise. UKF uses the intui-
tion that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution function rather than to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear func-
tion or transformation.

3.2.6 APPLICATION OF COMBINED ALGORITHM OF “TRANSLATION INVARIANT WAVELETS AND
INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS” (CSTIICA) FILTER

     Recently there has been research comparing the de-noising techniques of both ICA and WT. Research shows that ICA and
wavelets complement each other, removing the limitations of each (V.V.K.D.V. Prasad et. al, 2008). So an algorithm which com-
bines ICA and WT with ICA as post or pre processing tool has been developed (G. Inuso et. al, 2007). They found this to be out-
performing. In this cycle spinning (CS), proposed by Coifman and Donoho (R.R. Coifman et al, 1995), introduced as a single yet
efficient method which utilizes periodic Time-Invariant of WT in fixing the noise found in wavelet coefficients and defined as:
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̂ = ∑ , S , T θ T S , (x) (14)

Where k1, k2 are maximum no. of shifts, T shift invariant transform, S i,j is the circulant shift, and Ө threshold operator. CS calls
for the suppression of  these noises by shifting the signals  in time and computing the estimate.  Using different  shifts  produce
different estimates which are not completely independent; consequently averaging these estimates results in a reduction in the
noise generated in each shift. This result in the de-noising of all possible unique circularly shifted version of the signal and the
creation of the translation invariant wavelet transform (TIWT) method. Research shows that this technique has superior perfor-
mance over plenty of the de-noising algorithms using thresholding or shrinkage of wavelet coefficients and has motivated the
analysis of many de-noising algorithms in terms of optimal filtering of noisy wavelet coefficients. The combination of WT and
Kalman filter (KF) was a new idea in the year 2006. Research shows that combination effectively correct overlapped spectra and
reduces noise (p. senthil et al., 2008). The use of KF and WT combination improved de-noising techniques. Each method aims at
improving the other.
(i) WT removes overlapping of noise signals that ICA cannot filter out; (ii) ICA can distinguish between noise and signals that
are nearly the same or higher amplitude, which WT has difficulty with; (iii) WT exhibits serious problems such as Pseudo-Gibbs
phenomenon which CS eliminates and; (iv) Combination of filters and WT effectively correct overlapped spectra.

Figure 2.  Combined (CSTIICA) – Artifacts  removal  system. The blocks in the order from left  to right:  Raw EEG, Decomposed
into Wavelets, Wavelets, Filtering using UKG, Filtered wavelets, ICA de-noising, Independent components, Reconstruct signal,
pure EEG.

The main difference of CSTI-ICA and TI Algorithm is that of introduction of Cycle Spinning and merging of WT and ICA.
This CSTI-ICA algorithm’s block diagram is given in the above figure Figure 2. Algorithm is having the following steps:

1. Collection of EEG data of Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials signals from an Audiology Lab. Here we collected the data
from an audiology Lab of University of Ottawa, in which the data had been collected from 10 different healthy subjects in real-
time.

2.  Apply Cycle Spin to the signal:  The number of  time shifts  is  determined;  in so doing signals  are forcibly shifted so that
their features change positions removing the undesirable oscillations which result in pseudo-Gibbs phenomena.

                                                                                                                          (15)

f (n) is the signal, Sh is the shift operator, N is the number of signals.
      3. Decomposition of signal: Signals are decomposed using DWT separating noise and true signals; using the Daubechies fam-
ily  as  the  overall  performance  of  De-noising  is  done  best  in  the  case  of  Daubechies  wavelet  family  among  all  the  three
Daubechies, Symlet, Coieflet wavelets family of conventional wavelets (Ranganadh et al., 2014).

     4. Filter Coefficients: Perform UKF on the coefficients to filter out some noise.
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     5. Denoise using the soft-thresholding method discarding all coefficients below the threshold value based on the universal
threshold defined by Donoho & Johnstone et. al, 1995 given as:

                                                                                                                                             (16)

N number of samples, σ 2  is the noise power.
     6. Apply ICA algorithm: Signals and noise may have nearly the same frequency characteristics and overlap in time thus pro-
ducing noisy coefficients that WT has not been able to distinguish and remove. ICA is able to take care of the inherent distribu-
tions hence distinguish noise and remove them. Research shows that ICA is a robust denoising method where its performance is
not affected by the severity of the mixing signals. We implemented here a fixed point ICA algorithm FASTICA (G.G. Herrman et
al., 2005). Which by itself also we have compared along with conventional wavelets de-noising and also TI wavelets de-noising.
    7. Reconstruction of EEG signals of Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABR): Reconstructed using inverse DWT.

    8. Apply CS: Revert signals to their original time shift and average the results obtained to produce the de-noised EEG signals.
The proposed algorithm can be expressed as Avg [Shift – Denoise -Unshift].

3.3 RESULT ANALYSIS

From figures Figure 3 and Figure 4 it  can be seen that  the smoothening of  the signal  is  better  but amplitude of  the signal  has
been suppressed to an extent. In figure 5 after designing cascaded Yule-Walk-Comb-Peak filter, it reduces the amplitude sup-
pression in the time domain of the signal; and improves the closeness towards the original simulated signal in its amplitude; of-
course in Figure 3, 4, 5 frequencies are same. In Table 2 and Table 3 it can be seen of the SNR and MSE performances. The Fig-
ures Figure 6, 7, 8 are the frequency spectra of the signal after de-noising using wavelets Daubechies, Coieflets and Symlet
wavlelets; up-to the lower frequencies of 500 Hz for the purpose of the space limitations and clarity of the picture at those corre-
sponding frequency peaks of interest, where we are having the interest of Voice Activity Detection frequency harmonics ie> 100
Hz, 200 Hz, 300 Hz etc. They look similar but some differences in the Signal-to-Noise Ratios but similar SNR values, which rep-
resents that whichever is the wavelet family out of the three, filtering is almost insensitive. As per the spectral analysis given in
Figure 9 (Ranganadh et al., 2014); the wide lobe spectrum for TI wavelets clearly shows that TI wavelets de-noising technique is
separating the noise from the Signal. But it is clear that TI wavelets method is giving sharp spectral lobes at some of the frequen-
cies of our interest but not at all frequencies but a lot of improvement in the SNR values than conventional Daubechies wavelets.
It is giving sharp edges at 100 Hz, 400 Hz, 500 Hz, 600 Hz and 700 Hz. But not sharp lobes at 200 Hz, and 300 Hz. But showing
clearly all the frequencies of our interest. But SNR has been improved to a greatest level when compared to conventional wave-
lets. As per the spectrum we will have to further refine by doing few more shifts in the TI wavelets, which may further refine the
TI wavelets and may give further SNR improvements. But as per the requirements of research it is more than sufficient if we can
get clear and sharp peaks identification at one or two or three harmonics of the spectra. The same for SNR improvements case
also, if it improves the SNR at one or two or three harmonics of our interest it is sufficient. From this research it is clearly be ob-
served that Translation-Invariant Wavelets are working exceptionally well in terms of de-noising the ABR signals. It’s a good
sign for proceeding into the research and to develop some reference signals and spectra. Basing on application and requirement
we may need to do more shifts or fewer shifts while doing TI algorithm. But it works very well. FASTICA; and CSTIICA wave-
lets based method are also implemented as part of the research. CSTIICA is implemented as per the algorithm explained in the
section 2.2.6. It is found that conventional Wavelets are working better than FASTICA de-noising technique (Ranganadh et.al,
2015). Then CSTIICA Wavelets based FASTICA method is working better than TI wavelets method (Ranganadh et. al, 2015). But
it is clear that because of the wavelets combination to FASTICA is working better than ICA itself. It is proved when conventional
wavelets worked better than FASTICA; so it is confirmedly assures that CSTIICA is better than TI is mainly because of the
Wavelets than ICA. When we see the Table 2,3,4, 5,6,7 it is clear that conventional wavelets working far better than Yule-Walker,
Cascaded Comb filters; and Daubechies found to be better than all; and it is working better than FASTICA. TI and CSTIICA are
the best de-noising techniques among all. From the bar graph figures Figure 12, 13 also it is clear that both wavelets techniques
CSTIICA and TI are working best  among all.  The better  performance of  CSTIICA over TI  de-nosing technique is  discussed in
section 2.3.1 by using Time Domain waveforms and phase lag.
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3.3.1 CSTIICA AND TI IN TIME DOMAIN
After doing the De-noising the original signal by using the two techniques the time domain analysis of both the results can be
seen in the Figure 10. It is clearly observed that the signal de-noised using CSTIICA method (the dark black signal) is highly cor-
related to the original simulated expected signal (the lightly black signal) when compared to the TI de-noised signal (the dashed
signal).  This  shows clearly CSTIICA De-noising technique is  better  than TI  de-noising technique.  It  can also be observed from
the phase lag graph given in Figure 11 that  CSTIICA De-noised signal  (the dark black curve)  is  much in phase to the original
expected simulated time domain waveform (the lightly black curve) when compared to TI de-noised signal (the dashed curve).
But as per overall result analysis TI wavelets is also one of the best wavelet based de-noising tools for biomedical neural signals
as CSTIICA wavelets based De-nosing Tool.

Figure 3 Given data time domain noisy signal, for Subject 1

Figure 4 After Yule-Walk filtering time domain signal, for Subject 1
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Figure 5 After Yule-walk-comb-peak filtering time domain signal, Subject 1, with better SNR

Figure 6 Daubechies Wavelets, Subject 1, spectral peaks
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Figure 7 Symlet Wavelets, Subject 1, spectral peaks

Figure 8 Coiflets Wavelets, Subject 1, spectral peaks
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Figure 9 the frequency components in TI wavelets de-noising: the frequency components where the evoked responses concentrate strongly are the 100
Hz, 200 Hz, and so on. Which are our interested components of brainstem speech evoked potentials of our collected data.

Figure 10 Time domain representation of the De-noised waveforms with original expected simulated signal for subject 10. The light dark signal is origi-
nal expected simulated waveform. The second dark waveform is using CSTIICA de-noising. The dashed line is using TI de-noising.  It is clear CSTIICA
obtained better De-noised signal with high correlation than TI wavelets.
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Figure 11. The Phase lag between the original simulated waveform and de-noised signal using CSTIICA and TI wavelets de-noising estimation filtering
techniques. The light dark signal is original expected simulated waveform. The second dark waveform is using CSTIICA de-noising. The dashed line is
using TI de-noising.  It is clear that the CSTIICA de-noising technique is giving the best correlated signal with much in phase with less phase difference.

Figure 12. MSE Bar Graph: Bar graph showing MSE performance of all the de-noising techniques. On the X-axis it is subject number (1 to 10). On the Y-
axis the values of Mean Square Error (MSE). For each subject 1st bar is Yule-Walker, 2nd bar is Cascaded-Yule-Walker-Comb, 3rd bar is Daubechies, 4th bar
is Symlet, 5th bar is Coiflet,6th bar is TI, 7th bar is FASTICA, 8th bar is CSTIICA. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best and CSTIICA is the smallest
MSE.
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Figure 13. SNR Bar Graph: Bar graph showing SNR (dB) performance of all the de-noising techniques. On the X-axis it is subject number (1 to 10). On the
Y-axis the values of SNR (dB). For each subject 1st bar is Yule-Walker, 2nd bar is Cascaded-Yule-Walker-Comb, 3rd bar is Daubechies, 4th bar is Symlet, 5th

bar is Coiflet, 6th bar is TI, 7th bar is FASTICA, 8th bar is CSTIICA. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best and CSTIICA is the highest SNR.

3.3.2 PERFORMANCE MEASURES USING SNR AND MSE

     Here in this research we have done the application of different de-noising filters on the EEG collected Brainstem Speech
Evoked Potentials of Auditory Brainstem Responses collected in an audiology lab of University of Ottawa. We have done the
de-noising performances by using the performance measures of Mean Square Error (MSE) and; Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in
dB. Here the results are given in the tabular forms Table 2 and Table 3. It is clear that MSE values are less in the case of Cascaded
filter than Yule-walk filter showing that it is better in de-noising. Then Daubechies wavelets are having far smaller values of
MSE showing far better performance than cascaded filter. Then FASTICA is also having far better performance than the cascad-
ed filter and comparatively near performance of the conventional wavelets. Then TI wavelets are having far smaller MSE values
than conventional wavelets and performing best. Then CSTI-ICA filter is working far better than TI, having far smaller values of
MSE. In this  research CSTI-ICA is  performing the best  of  all.  TI  and CSTI-ICA are highly useful  showing best  of  all  methods.
The bar graph Figure 12 shows clearly of this performance of all these techniques in graphical form which gives us much clarity
on the result analysis and makes it easier to exactly identify the performance. The table 4 shows the performance of TI wavelets
filter over Daubechies wavelets filter in terms of % reduction of MSE values, which represents the performance of TI wavelets
estimator for all the 10 subjects. The Table 5 shows that % reduction in MSE values of CSTIICA filter over TI filter represents the
% performance of CSTIICA over TI.

     The Table 3 shows the performance of all the implemented filters in terms of improvement in the Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Here
also the performance of the Cascaded filter is higher. Then Daubechies wavelets are performing excellent than Cascaded filter,
and TI wavelets are performing far better than Daubechies. Then FASTICA also performing far better than cascaded filter, but
comparatively near (but less) performance to Daubechies wavelets. Then CSTIICA filter is working better than TI filter and is the
highest performance than all filters. TI and CSTIICA are best of all filters having highest SNR values and are highly useful for
EEG auditory data analysis and auditory artifact removal. The bar graph Figure 13 shows the SNR performances of all auditory
filtering techniques, which makes easy to analyze the SNR results and ease of analysis, makes clear that TI and CSTIICA are per-
forming best of all filters. Table 6 shows the % improvement in SNR values of TI wavelets filters over Daubechies wavelets filter-
ing. Table 7 shows the % improvement in SNR values of all 10 subjects of CSTIICA over TI wavelets filtering.
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Table 2 Mean Square Error Values of all the de-noising techniques of all 10 human subjects. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best and CSTIICA is
the smallest.

Table  3  SNR (dB)  values  of  all  the  de-noising  techniques  of  all  10  human subjects.  It  clearly  shows TI  and CSTIICA are  the  best  and CSTIICA is  the
highest.
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Table 4 shows the performance of TI over Daubechies wavelets in terms of % reduction in MSE values

Table 5 Shows the performance of CSTIICA over TI in terms of % reduction in MSE values
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Table 6 Shows the performance of TI over Daubechies Wavelets in terms of % improvement in SNR values

Table 7 Shows the performance of CSTIICA over TI in terms of % improvement in SNR values
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3.4 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this research we have done research on De-noising Neurological Biomedical Signals from the EEG collected brainstem speech
evoked potentials data from 10 different human subjects using a) YuleWalker Multiband filter; b) Cascaded Yule-WalkerComb-
Peak filter; c) Conventional Wavelets of Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet family wavelets; d) FASTICA algorithm, e) TI wavelets Es-
timation Filter, f) CSTIICA algorithm filter. Performance measurements are done by using MSE and SNR (dB). We found that
MSE value of Conventional wavelets is far less and SNR is far higher than a), b). FASTICA is also performing near to the perfor-
mance of c) but Daubechies conventional wavelets family is performing better in auditory artifact removal. In our research we
found that FASTICA is also one of the best De-noising techniques for Auditory Brainstem Responses but conventional Wavelets
are working better. Then we have found that TI wavelets are having highly small values of MSE and highly large values of SNR
and performing excellent than conventional Wavelets filtering approach. Then CSTIICA algorithm found to be performing better
than TI by having smallest MSE values and highest SNR values. We found that TI and CSTIICA have done exceptional perfor-
mances of auditory artifact removal from Speech ABR out of all the techniques we have considered. As it is found that conven-
tional Wavelets are working better than FASTICA de-noising technique, then CSTIICA Wavelets based FASTICA method is
working better than TI wavelets method; hence it is clear that because of the wavelets combination to FASTICA is working better
than ICA itself. It is proved when conventional wavelets worked better than FASTICA; so it is confirmedly assures that CSTIICA
is better than TI is mainly because of the Wavelets than ICA. We found one of the most identifiable result that wavelets is an ex-
cellent tool for artifact removal from EEG neural signals, even in our specific case of Auditory Artifact removal from speech Au-
ditory Brainstem Responses -  which is  relatively new area and just  more than a decade research.  As a future scope of  the re-
search we would like to implement the Gabor filter and would like to compare its performance.
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